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Greetings From the Crew at HWM.
Spring is Here!
This time of year in the Pacific Northwest is spectacular. So many amazing things to
see and do; whether it’s blooming flowers, ice melting waterfalls cascading down a
mountainside, the green in evergreen popping in all of its splendid color, days getting
longer, the smell of grass getting cut, all us fair weathered golfers looking for that one
perfect shot that keeps us coming back to the course, BBQ grills uncovered and
readied for your heavenly creations to bless friends and family with, and best of all,
when we hear the greatest phrase of spring, PLAY BALL!
So get outside and do something fun!
And please enjoy our spring edition of THE BUZZ.

We’re growing Bigger and Better to serve you in
Bigger and Better ways.

Celebrate the Colors of Spring Worldwide
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For More Spring Color

WHAT’S NEW AT HWM
Erick Aguayo

Noah Funk

Hohimer Wealth
Management
Welcomes Two
New Additions
to the Team
Compliance Manager

Noah

Client Service Associate

Robbie

Max

Alex

Let The Giving Begin.
We are excited
to have started
our Giving
Back to the
Community
Campaign.
The National Nordic Museum is a wonderful place celebrating the history and culture of the Scandinavian
people. Above Mark Dederer Director, Philanthropic Services presents a grant on behalf of HWM to
Executive Director Eric Nelson. The museum is open, listed above is a calendar of events scheduled for Spring.
Atlantic Street Center is a non-profit
social service agency based in Seattle.
Their mission is to help families and
communities raise healthy, successful
children and youth through direct
services and advocacy for social justice
and equality.
The above Atlantic Street Center mission statement gives us a glimpse into the work being done for the past
111 years. The young lives being impacted is immeasurable and it’s an honor for Hohimer Wealth Management
to be a part of the work being done. HWM presents Terry Pottmeyer,JD, the Interim Executive Director with
the grant.

Here at HWM we are invested in, love and support the youth of Seattle and the Puget Sound
region. Malakai Carter a student at the University of Washington receives the first
Hohimer Wealth Management Youth Matters grant. Malakai also was coached by David
Hohimer years previous with the West Seattle Wildcats as part of the Northwest Junior
Football League which David served as president for a number of years.

The hottest ticket in town will definitely be any event happening at the new Climate
Pledge Arena upon it’s opening. The Arena itself will be its own amazing must see
destination. Whether a game rooting for the Kraken or one of the eighty five concerts
scheduled annually it’s gonna be a blast! HWM is crazy excited to have acquired a
partial suite in the new venue where we will host clients, friends and family. Mark and
Robbie are welcomed at the Kraken’s press center for a walk through on the Arena’s
progress and a history lesson on hockey in Seattle.

by the NUMBERS
10,000,000,000
Gallons of syrup Coke has made
Since its beginning

2,000
Suspected serial killers at large

43,000,000,000,000,000,000
Quintillion different ways a Rubik’s
cube can be arranged

8
Number of months the Wood Frog can hold
its pee

27,000
Trees that die daily to make toilet
paper for humans
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Words You’ve Never Heard Before.
Ultracrepidarian (n.)

Someone who gives opinions beyond one’s area of expertise.
(Nobody here, all those guys work at the other firms in town.)

Ailurophile (n.)

A cat fancier; a lover of cats.
(Mmmmmm, David Hohimer?)

Potvaliancy (n.)

Brave only as a result of being drunk.
(Definitely nobody here, we’re brave all the time.)

Cherophobia (n.)
Fear of being happy.
(Not here, HWM is the happiest place on earth! Well, maybe next to Disneyland.)

Lethologica (n.)
The inability to remember a word or put your
finger on the right word.
(David Simpson is the most … mmmm..Wait mmm, uhhhh wait ahhh, man in the world!)

Akrasia (n.)

The state of mind in which someone acts against their better
judgement through weakness of will.
(“Hey Robbie, there’s chocolate chip cookies and extra crispy fries in the kitchen.”
“Yes! I’m coming.”)
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MESSAGE FROM
THE BOSS
When D.H. Hohimer Talks, People Listen.
This time of year, in the Skagit Valley of the Pacific Northwest, folks eagerly await the
bursting into bloom of millions of tulips. Now I like flowers, but I have to say I’m feeling
more anticipation this spring about the bursting forth of a vibrant USA consumer-based
economy post COVID. As I anticipate the “Great Re-Opening”, I find myself grateful for
the growth and advancements pushed to the surface during such a challenging season. The
medical innovations employed to create the vaccines for COVID, (Yes, I was fortunate to be
offered an opportunity to keep a “spare dose” from being wasted) along with other advances
in healthcare, advances in remote learning, space exploration, solar and other alternative fuel
technologies, as well advances in technology in general, speak to the ingenuity and resiliency
of the human spirit. We’ve just got to keep solving more problems than we create. As with
every great challenge in human history, this pandemic has and will continue to bring out the
best in innovation and creativity. A season of hope and new beginnings seems once again
ready to blossom.
Of course, I yearn to see you face to face in real time, with a real handshake and
conversation around a coffee table with no screen in sight. They say, “Sunshine is the Best
Medicine”. Perhaps a cocktail of spring sunshine, warming weather and a vaccine shot is just
what the doctor ordered to get us together soon and to get this economy bursting into bloom.

Southern Revival Bourbon Cocktail
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Spring Cocktail Recipe
(What the Heck, Let’s do two!)
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Pink Champagne Margarita

If I ONLY HAD A MONEY TREE

“THE ONE” 350 Million buys you a

100,000 square foot Mega-mansion in Bel-Air.
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PHOTO
TOUR
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Take a Tour of This
Mind Blowing Property.

924 BEL AIR ROAD 250 MILLION
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BRAINQUIZERS
There is a word in the English
language in which the first two
letters signify a male, the

What kind of running
means walking?

first three letters signify
a female, the first four
signify a great man,
and the whole word,
a great woman.
1

What is the word?

Turn me on my side

W hat can be driven

and I am everything.

although it doesn’t have

Cut me half and I am

wheels, sliced

nothing. What am I?

but stays whole

3

4

Sometimes I am born in silence, other

What is disgusting, but

times no. I am unseen,

not seen, deadly, makes
your face green, is

but I make my presence

shoved up in your face,

known. In time, I fade

let’s you know when you

without a trace. I harm no

need space, is terrible to

one, but I am unpopular

smell, really makes you
want to yell. What am I?

2

5

with all. What am I?

Answers on page 12

6

CELEBRATING SPRING ON ICE
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Time to catch a little
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PLAY BALL !
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These 30 people must be seen in person
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America’s Pastime: 20 Reasons
iiiiiiiiiiiii
Why Baseball Will Always Hail over Football iiiiiiiiiiiii
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“I Dare You to Push the
Play Button”
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Happy (late) St Patrick’s Day

Announcements and Coming Events
HWM Philanthropic Live Video Panel Series
Please visit www.hohimerwealthmanagement.com in early April and watch the newest
installment of our philanthropic panel discussions under the website media tab. The April
edition “The State and Health of our State”, will be Mark Dederer hosting a live stream with
a three member panel including Dr. Ben Danielson, doctor at the University of Washington;
Jon Scholes, President of the Downtown Seattle Association (DSA); and Gina Hall,
Executive Director at Uplift NW (formerly millionaires club). The early May edition will be
“A 2021 Visit Into the Arts” followed by the June edition, “Education Post COVID”

HWM Podcast Series
Make sure you check out the HWM podcast episodes in the media section of the website.
Coming in early April, David Hohimer, Theresa Kenyon, Orest Taraban and Robbie Ott sit
down for a round table discussion about the need and decision to open Lendinco, our
affiliated lending brokerage firm.

HWM Newsletter “The Buzz”
Whoever said wealth management couldn’t be fun.
Find out about the lighter side of Hohimer Wealth Management with our quarterly
newsletter. You’ll find all kinds of fun, entertaining and sometimes crazy tidbits of
information you’ll probably never use, unless you’re playing Trivial Pursuit.

Business as usual
FYI, Hohimer Wealth Management is up and running in the office daily working hard for
you. We’re here and available for in-office visits whenever you feel like you’re ready to
venture out again.

Answer Page
Brainquizers
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Running out of gas
Heroine
The number 8
Golf ball
Your breath
Fart

One Last Try
Solve the
bottlecap puzzles
Answers Below

Robbie your friendly C. X. Director
Environment, Here’s suds in your eyes, I’ll see you in my dreams, Down the hatch

